Rector-Commandant
War Studies University, Warsaw
acting upon
the Article 119 of the Act of 20 July 2018 – Law on Higher Education and Science
(Journal of Laws 2020, item 85 with further changes) and § 49 of the War Studies
University Statute announces
an open competition for the position of:
Assistant Professor (“Adiunkt”)
a Didactic Post
in the domain of Social Sciences and the discipline
of Social Sciences (Political Sciences, Security Studies)
at the National Security Faculty,
the Chair of Strategic Forecasts
Only those who meet the conditions set out in the Act of 20 July 2018 Law on Higher
Education and Science can join the competition.
Candidates entering the competition are invited to send to the following address:
War Studies University, al. gen. A. Chruściela "Montera" 103, 00-910 Warsaw, with a
note "COMPETITION, Adiunkt of War Studies University, Chair of Strategic
Forecasts, National Security Faculty" or submit to the building 52, (Pass Office War
Studies University), the following documents:
1. Cover Letter presenting:
− summary of the professional career;
− list of publications, implemented research projects, organisation of conferences and
scientific presentations at conferences, confirming the possession of scientific and
didactic achievements in the field of security, and cyber security, system analysis,
prognostic processes, theory and practice of strategic thinking;
− list of performed functions;
− list of received awards and distinctions;
− level of foreign language (s);
− didactic experiences, including e-learning process.
2. Application to the Rector-Commandant for the post.
3. Copies of diplomas/degrees.
4. A statement that the War Studies University will be the primary place of employment.
5. Declaration of having full legal capacity, statement of no criminal record by a final court
judgment for an intentional crime, statement of no disciplinary penalties resulting in
deprivation of the right to pursue the profession of academic teacher for a permanent
or fixed period and declaration on exercising full public rights.
6. Declaration on having on close family relations with the direct superior.

7. Declaration of consent to the processing of personal data contained in the job offer in
accordance with the Act of May 10, 2018, Journal of Laws 2018 of 2018.05.24, item
1000, On the protection of personal data, with the following content:
“I hereby give consent to the processing of my personal data for the purposes of the
recruitment process for the post of assistant professor at the War Studies University
(in accordance with the Act of 10 May 2018 On the protection of personal data (Journal
of Laws of 2018, item 1000) and in accordance with the Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of
the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural
persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of
such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection
Regulation)”
Expectations:
− availability and ability to work for Institute, Faculty and University;
− scientific degree of doctor in the domain of Social Sciences and the discipline of
Security Studies;
− scientific achievements in the field of security, system analysis, forecasting processes,
theory and practice of strategic thinking;
− active participation in scientific life, reflected particularly in speeches at national and
international conferences and symposia
− professional experience in the field of prognostic and analytic work;
− experience in using prognostic tools;
− experience in foreign and domestic cooperation with the authorities and institutions of
information security;
− experience in the development of didactic and organizational resources, including the
security system;
− teaching experience in conducting stationary and remote classes;
− fluent Polish and one foreign language at least.
The competition outcome will be decided by the commission.
The deadline for submitting applications is: 09.09.2022 Deadline
for the settlement of the competition: 12.09.2022 NOTICE:
− The attachments from points 4-7 are available on the website of the War Studies
University https://aszwoj.bip.gov.pl/do-pobrania/do-pobrania.html
− The competition is the first stage of the recruitment procedure as an academic
teacher, and its positive outcome is the basis for further proceedings. The final
decision on the employment of the person selected in the competition is made by the
Rector.
− The University reserves the right not to settle the competition without giving a reason.

